
A Trip to

1



I am going to visit

Otter Cove Children's

Museum. It is in

Fergus Falls. 

2



In front of the museum,

there is a colorful piano

that I can play.

3



When I go inside, I

will see a big mural of

all of the Otter Cove

critters.

4



I will go inside and check

in at the Front Desk. 

5



6

I will meet some of the

people who work at the

museum. They are called

Play Workers. I will know

who they are because they

wear Otter Cove shirts or

aprons. Play Workers can

help me while I am visiting

the museum.



7

I can put my bag, coat

and any other things I

bring with me in a

cubby before I play.



The bathrooms are across from the

cubbies and the water fountain. I

may want to go to the bathroom

before I start playing.

8



It is imporrtant to be

careful with the toys

and equipment in the

museum. I will try to

help clean up when I

am finished so everyone

gets a chance to use

things.

9



Many people love

coming to Otter Cove. It

can get very busy.

There will be times I

will need to wait my

turn. I will try to wait

calmly or go to another

exhibit.

10



It is important for me to

stay with my grown up.

They will make sure I

stay safe in and around

the Museum.

11



There are many fun

exhibits for me to

explore!
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I can jump, slide,

climb and crawl in

many ways on the

Lake Region Otter

Romp. 

13



I can pretend to catch,

clean, measure, sort, and

cook fish in the East Silent

Lake Resort exhibit.

14



The Emily Johnson Pup

Pond is an area for

babies and toddlers to

play. I need to play

gently in this area.

15



I can sort and distribute mail for

the Otter Cove critters using the

Lakes Area Pediatric Dentistry

Mail Route.

16



I can pretend to drive or

ride the Ottertail Coaches

School Bus.

17



I can shop for fruits,

vegetables, and dairy

items at the Service

Food grocery store.

18



I can pick vegetables and use

the Cargill Produce Transport

to bring them to the grocery

store.

19



I can take care of all of

the Otter Cove critters

at Companion Animal

Hospital.

20



I can examine and treat

the Otter Cove critters'

teeth at the Prairie's

Edge Dental Clinic.

21



I can take a break and read lots of

books in the Lundeen's Bookstore

exhibit.

22



I can put on a show

with costumes and

instruments or I can

report on the latest

news on Swan Lake

Stage.

23



There are several areas where I can

explore wind, solar, and hydro energy

using the Otter Tail Power Discover

Energy exhibit.

24



I can take orders from

customers and prepare

sandwiches and cookies

for them at Bimbo Bakery

and Cafe.

25



I can use different

tools and vehicles to

scoop, shovel, and

dump sand in the

AgCountry and Gut

Bugs Farm & Field

exhibit.

26



I can do many different

art and sensory activities

in the Maker Shop.

27



The activities are different

in the Change It Up Room

every week.

28



My grown up will tell me

when it is time to leave Otter

Cove.

29



I wave goodbye as I walk out

the door. I can visit again

another day!
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